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                    Experience the unleashed cleaning power of the Freerider.

                    With unleashed cleaning power - the Freerider™ is the game-changer in pool maintenance. 

Get ready to experience a cleaner, smarter, and hassle-free pool life!

                    learn more

                

            

        

                
            

            
                
                    The new Duo-X with Dual Filtration

                    Duo-X™ offers integrated agility with a compact body intelligent cleaner

                    learn more
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Find a Dealer

Find a Zodiac retailer, builder, service provider or warranty agent near you.
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Equipment Assistance

Find out how to use and get the most out of your Zodiac products.
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Warranty Registration

Make sure to claim the free warranty on your applicable Zodiac product.
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Promotions

Find out about Zodiac special deals and more.


            
                


        

    




        
     
                    
    
        More fun, less hassle.
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                    The new benchmark in environmental sustainability

                

                    

        see all product categories

    



        
     
                    
        
     
                    
	
					
				

				
					
						
							MEPS - Energy Star Compliant Pool Pumps

							With the introduction of pool pumps into the E3 program, Zodiac is committed to provide products with the latest regulatory compliance standard.

							learn more

						

					

				

			

					
				

				
					
						
							Climate Care Certified Products

							Zodiac is proud to introduce a range of SPASA Climate Care Certified products that sets the new benchmark in environmental sustainability.

							learn more

						

					

				

			

			


            
        
     
                    
    Featured Products
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						Variable Speed Pumps

						FloPro E3 Pool Pump
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						Salt Chlorinators

						eXO® iQ PRO Chlorinator
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						Pool And Spa Controllers

						AquaLink M8 Pool Controller
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						Pressure Cleaners

						Polaris Quattro Sport
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						Robotic Cleaners

						EvoluX™ EX6050 iQ
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						Pressure Cleaners

						Polaris 3900 Sport
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						Pool Heat Pumps

						Z400 iQ Pool Heat Pump
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						Salt Chlorinators

						eXO® iQ pH Salt Chlorinator
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						Discontinued products

						EvoluX EX6000 iQ Robotic Pool Cleaner
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						Salt Chlorinators

						eXO® iQ Salt Chlorinator
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						Robotic Cleaners

						EvoluX™ EX5050 iQ
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						Robotic Cleaners

						FreeRider™ FR1000 iQ
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						Suction Cleaners

						T5 Duo
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						Discontinued products

						EvoluX EX5000 iQ Robotic Pool Cleaner
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						Suction Cleaners
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						MagnaPool® Mineral Pools

						MagnaPool® Minerals
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						Discontinued products

						EvoluX EX4000 iQ Robotic Pool Cleaner
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						Salt Chlorinators

						EL-Series Salt Chlorinator

					

				

					

    



        
     
                    
    
        

        
            
                
                    100 Years of Experience

                    100 years of innovation has made Zodiac the household name it is today, possessing a range of patented technologies that are far ahead of the pack. But, we are even more proud of our history of user-friendliness and customer support.

                    learn more

                

            

        

    




        
     
                    


    Inspiration

    Get inspired by browsing some of the breathtaking pools that use our products. Architecture, landscaping and crystal-clear water come together perfectly.
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                    Traditional Pools

                    Grandview

                    A classic family courtyard pool that flows into the house using wooden decking, frameless glass fenc...
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                    Pool & Spa combo

                    Grandeur

                    This Pool & Spa combination was built by the multi-award winning team at Narellan Pools Geelong. The...
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                    Traditional Pools

                    Luxury

                    This is a masterpiece pool that was purposely designed to have an amazing feature within the backyar...
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                        © 2023 Fluidra Group Australia Pty Ltd. All Rights Reserved

Zodiac Australia provides swimming pool equipment, pool maintenance products, pool cleaners and pool care supplies including market leading brands such as Baracuda, Polaris, MagnaPool and iAquaLink.
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